
Seamless integration with the most popular accounting software
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M ISys M anufacturing EXT
NEW!

A shop floor mobile app for processing real-time MISys transactions.



And more...

Basic Manufacturing
The comprehensive building block for the MISys Manufacturing system. Control inventory levels of
raw material and WIP, use multi-level bills of material, revise BOM's, conduct physical inventory cycle
counting and process production work orders.

Advanced Purchasing
Analyze material shortages and automatically create all of the purchase orders needed to replenish
inventory.inventory.

Advanced Production
Predict the cost of every job and track performance as manufacturing orders for standard assemblies
or special one-off items move through the shop.

Materials Requirements Planning
Determine purchasing and production needs by analyzing current inventory, open orders and sales
orders to spot impending shortages and respond by creating purchase and production orders.

Shop Floor ControlShop Floor Control
Accurately predict production costs based on estimated material, labor, and overhead, and then
analyze the actual production costs.

Serial/Lot Tracking
Track serial and lot numbers throughout the entire purchasing and production process to comply
with strict regulatory agency requirements, including FDA and FAA.

Bin Tracking
Maintain a unique inventory sub-location for every item or assembly as raw materials, sub-Maintain a unique inventory sub-location for every item or assembly as raw materials, sub-
assemblies, or finished goods in specific containers.

Labor Tracking
Track the elapsed time production workers spend on selected Jobs and Manufacturing Orders
and automatically post to the Manufacturing Order.

Bar Coding
Print and collect bar coded data with software provided by MISys to seamlessly integrate with inventory
control functions.control functions.

Mobile Alerts
Send critical alerts to smart phones or any mobile device capable of receiving wireless email
messages.

MISys Manufacturing EXT
Use MISys EXT on any PC, tablet, smartphone or web-enabled device to process real-time MISys
transactions using a web-based interface.
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 12 Months Maintenance             SureStart Coach           60-Day Money Back Guarantee
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FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY

We’re on a mission to make manufacturing more efficient.
MISys Manufacturing is a proven solution enabling manufacturers to efficiently manage their production related
activities. The software is designed for small to medium sized manufacturers and integrates with the most widely used
accounting software. MISys can be installed as an on-premise solution or deployed as a hosted cloud solution with
anytime, anywhere access.
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